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ABSTRACT
Allen, Christopher. M.S., Department of Mechanical and Materials Engineering, Wright State University, 2008. Global Optimization of an Aircraft Thermal Management System through Use of a
Genetic Algorithm.

Optimization algorithms utilize known information about the system to identify solutions that
are more efficient and meet the requirements of the user. The algorithms require an objective function, or formula (linear or nonlinear) that models what the user is looking to optimize, in order to
begin the search for a more feasible solution. Because optimization problems can involve either linear or non-linear functions, various algorithms have been created that can locate optimum solutions
faster depending on the type of objective function being optimized.
This research focuses on optimizing an aircraft’s thermal management system by using one such
algorithm. This was performed in a three step process: initial research and testing, algorithm search
method implementation, and post processing and analysis. The aircraft was modeled using complex Matlab Simulink block diagrams to simulate the thermal response of the system for any given
type of mission. Using the provided parametric data, areas of user control within the model were
located and optimization methods for these areas were devised. The function characterizing the fuel
feed temperatures was chosen as the objective function to be minimized. Baseline data proved the
function to be nonlinear. Optimization software incorporating a genetic algorithm (GA) was chosen
since they are known to be best suited for nonlinear objective functions.
Optimization method implementation results showed a decrease in fuel temperature and convergence times. Data pulled from the GA detailed feasible fuel drainage sequences that would
reduce fuel temperatures to 132◦ F from the baseline temperature of 143◦ F. Currently, methods using smaller drain sequences have been unable to match these results due to the coarse control over
the fuel drainage these sequences provide. Because numerous computations are ran during each
test, only feasible sequences shown to decrease the temperature were validated. Results show a
need for physical hardware testing to verify the computational results shown.
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Introduction
Advancements in technology have aided in the improvement of modeling and simulation software
that can be utilized in various fields. Improvement in this area was substantially motivated by the
fact that complex systems have become increasingly difficult to describe analytically using traditional methods. Also, it has become more cost effective to use modeling capabilities to perform any
required testing and use physical system hardware to validate the simulated results. A commonly
used modeling package is Simulink which is an extension of the engineering numerical programming tool MATLAB. Simulink utilizes a graphical block diagramming tool to simulate simple or
complex multi-domain dynamic systems. Simulink’s versatility will also allow stand-alone optimization packages to access and control the model in order to perform feasibility studies. The purpose of this project is to use an optimization package to reduce the thermal response of an aircraft’s
thermal management system that has been modeled using Simulink’s modeling design capabilities.

1.1 Background
This research is a part of a larger effort focusing on modeling and simulation analysis of generic
aircrafts. Using Simulink blocksets developed by Paul C. Krause and Associates (PCKA), a generic
model representation of a fighter aircraft was developed to simulate and display the thermal response
of the aircraft during a mission. Using provided parametric data (i.e. drain sequence, altitude, mach
number) to specify what the aircraft is supposed to be doing at any given time, fuel temperatures can
be monitored throughout the mission simulation. Research showed that during ground idle time,
which is the point after the plane has landed and is transferring mission data, fuel temperatures
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are constantly rising due to the decrease in the fuel tank wall surface area covered by the fuel.
The temperatures the fuel tanks are reaching have the capacity to damage the surrounding aircraft
subcomponents because of their close proximity to the fuel tanks. The objective of this research
was to optimize the system to maximize ground idle time and decrease the thermal response of the
aircraft.

1.1.1 Optimization
Optimization describes the study of minimizing or maximizing mathematical functions by systematically trying solutions that are within an allowable set (1). Typically the allowable set, or design
space, is designated by a set of constraints. These are normally specified by the use of inequalities
that all possible solutions within the design space must satisfy in order to be feasible solutions. An
example of an optimization problem, given in (2), is set up below.

Minimize → f(x)
Subject to → g(x) ≥ x1
Where → x1 ∈ D1 (d1 ,...,di )
And → h(x)1 ≥ 0

The objective function, f(x), is what’s being minimized by the chosen search algorithm. Since,
typically the amount of money required for a project is one of the larger factors, cost is designated
as the objective function. The constraints, g(x), create the allowable solution space using functions
of design variables,x, with allowable values D. The side bounds are designated by h(x). These
bounds, also known as implied bounds, are logical design space values that help limit the search
algorithm to find solutions in the correct location. For example, if researchers were looking to
optimize the length of a beam, a logical side bound would be to allow only positive values as
possible solutions (3). Allowing the search algorithm to incorporate physically impossible lengths
would unnecessarily increase computation time by allowing the search to enter into an infeasible
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solution space. To prevent this, these are put in place to keep all possible solutions within the
feasible range of solutions which ensures that the optimum solution is reached upon termination of
the algorithm.
The process of locating an optimum solution, shown in Figure 1.1, closely mimics that of the
conventional design process used in industry and manufacturing (4).

Identify:
(1) Design Variables
(2) Cost functions to be minimized
(3) Constraints to be satisfied

Collect data that describes system

Estimate initial design

Analyze the system

Check constraints

Convergence
criteria satisfied?

Stop

Alter design using
optimization algorithm

Figure 1.1: Process for finding optimum solutions.
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The main difference being that the optimum design process tends to be more formal. Using
trends to make decisions, past experience can also be substantially beneficial to the designer in terms
of formulating the design problem and identifying critical constraints.
Specific objective functions can be nonlinear containing multiple local minima. Because of the
numerous optimum locations along the function, certain algorithms will terminate once it locates
the first minimum and negate the other possible solutions which could be the optimum solution (5).
An example of such a function is shown below in Figure 1.2.

10

5

0

−5

−10
30
25

20

20
15

10

10
0

5
0

Figure 1.2: Example of a function with multiple local minima.
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Numerous algorithms have been proposed for solving non-convex problems containing multiple optimum solutions. Global optimization researchers use deterministic algorithms to guarantee
convergence to an optimum solution in finite time.

Genetic Algorithms
(6) describes genetic algorithms (GA’s) as an example of a global search optimization technique.
These fall within the class of evolutionary algorithms that employ a ”survival of the fittest” technique when searching for feasible solutions. GA’s loosely parallel biological evolution and are
based on Darwin’s theory of natural selection (4). When a GA is initialized, computational time
is substantially dependent on the population and generation size. A population is the set of design
points at the current iteration. This represents a group of potential solution points. The generation
size denotes the amount of iterations the algorithm is to go through before terminating. A chromosome is used to represent a design point. These contain values for all design variables within the
system whether feasible or infeasible these values are accounted for within the chromosome. Genes
represent the scalar values of a specific design variable (7). These values are used as components
of the design vector which are used as possible solutions while the algorithm performs its’ search.
Implementation of the GA is an iterative process that is comprised of six steps. At the end
of each generation, the solutions are evaluated. If the stopping criterion is met then the algorithm
is terminated. If this does not occur, the solutions are given fitness scores based on their ability to
meet the user defined constraints. These scores will determine if the chromosomes containing these
solutions will be able to pass to the subsequent GA mechanisms (i.e. mutation, crossover, etc.).
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Gen = 0

Create Initial
Population

Designate
Result

Termination
Criterion Satisfied?

End

No
Evaluate Population
Fitness

Yes

Individuals = 0
Gen = Gen + 1

Yes

Individuals = M?
No

reproduction

Select One individual
based on fitness

Perform Reproduction
Copy Into New
Population

mutation

Select Genetic Operation
Probabalistically
crossover
Select Two individuals
based on fitness
Perform Crossover
Insert Two
Offspring into
New Population

individuals = individuals + 1
individuals = individuals + 2

Select One individual
based on fitness

Perform Mutation
Insert Mutant into
New Population

individuals = individuals + 1

Figure 1.3: GA implementation process.
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As discussed in (8), Figure 1.3 displays how the process proceeds through each step of the
algorithm. Reference (2) discusses each of the unique mechanisms of a genetic algorithm which is
explained in detail below.

• Initialization. A vector with a dimension equal to the number of generations times the population size is randomly filled with zeros and ones to initialize the population. So, for example:
Number of Generations = 4
Population Size = 4
4 * 4 = 16

Shown above, the calculated dimension size of the initialization vector is 16. This is then
repeated for each member within the population.
• Penalty methods. Penalty functions are an optimization technique that take an ordinary constrained problem and represent it as an unconstrained problem with an extra term(s) in the
objective function (9). The extra objective function term assigns a cost value to the solutions
that are not within the constrained design space. During early generations, this cost value
is relatively small in order to allow mutation and crossover to remain unaffected by the cost
function. However, in later generations, the cost value increases so that solutions that violate
the constraints are not allowed to pass on any information to future generations.
• Elitism. At the end of each generation, the best solutions are the ones chosen to pass on
information to future generations. Elitism ensures that these solutions are not lost between
generations and they are saved and copied into the next.
• Reproduction. This is the process by which the best members in the population pass on information to the next generation’s population. The fitness of the selected members is calculated
by using the inverse of each member’s cost function value.
• Crossover. In order to explore new areas of the design space, the crossover genetic operator
is activated. This is a structured but randomized process of exchanging information between
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chromosomes. Crossover is initialized by the selection of two random solutions during reproduction. The crossover point is randomly selected and the information between parents, up
to the crossover point, is exchanged. The result is two new members for the next generation.
• Mutation. This is a secondary mechanism to crossover. Mutation is performed by alternating
a string position. This ensures that no string position will ever be permanently fixed.
Genetic algorithms have been found to differ from the traditional optimization techniques in
four different ways (10).
• Most traditional optimization algorithms use derivatives or some other extra information
about the problem to guide the search (i.e. simplex method, Lagrangian search, etc.). Genetic
algorithms use information obtained from the objective function to move through generations
of solutions until an optimum is located.
• GA’s use a coding of the parameters to calculate the objective function and to help guide the
search. In other methods, the parameters themselves are what’s used.
• GA’s look at many different solutions inside the design space at once, not just one point at a
time.
• GA’s do not use deterministic rules in moving from one generation to the next. Here, probabilistic rules are utilized before moving on to the next set of solutions.
These differences make GA’s most effective for optimization problems with nonlinearities and
multiple local minima (11). Because of the observed nonlinearities of the fuel temperature function,
a GA best fit the requirements of the project in order to ensure that an optimum solution could be
found in a feasible time frame.

1.2 Thesis Overview
Chapter 2 details initial research performed on the model. Objectives for model research were outlined and it was studied to understand the control loop for data flow. The provided parametric data
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was used to perform baseline simulation testing. Section 2.1 discusses user control areas identified
in order to begin optimizing thermal output. After baseline testing was complete, the model was
researched for areas with the ability to alter the thermal output values of the aircraft. After identifying and testing the areas, they were then compared to see which one would be optimized. Section
2.2 summarizes research findings and theories on possible optimization methods. Each of the control areas were run through more testing to evaluate their performance. Simulink blocks were put
in place to produce performance scores during the mission that tracked the fuel temperature and
the mass levels of each of the tanks. Results are shown in Table 2.4. The final section within the
chapter, Section 2.3, deals with the theoretical solution of adding in spray pumps to the fuel tanks.
Related research showed that the use of this technique provided researchers with a means to reduce
fuel temperatures by spraying the unused fuel onto the dry walls of the tank. Tests were performed
by sampling an artificial drain sequence in two different cases where pumps were and were not
present within the system to observe any change in thermal response. Results, in Figure 2.7, show
an obvious improvement in fuel temperature. The results were improved even further by altering
the criteria for the controller switch that activated the pumps, as shown in Figure 2.8.
Chapter 3 details how the chosen optimization software was utilized to locate feasible sequences that reduced the fuel temperatures (12). Distributed Heterogeneous Optimization (DHO)
uses a coded genetic algorithm to locate feasible solutions within the user defined design space.
User requirements, prior to running a study, are listed at the beginning of Chapter 3. The drain
sequence was modified to accept the design variables that would be optimized by the GA. Hardware
constraints limited the amount of variables as shown in Table 3.1. Using the methods described
in the subsections of the chapter, both thermal response and computational time was significantly
reduced from the first studies performed. This was accomplished by devising test methods that
required fewer design variables to implement the test. For specific tests, if the overall thermal response results were considered unfavorable then performance criteria, similar to the criteria used
in Section 2.2 were also implemented, tested, and reviewed, to validate the use of the method in
possible future testing.
Chapter 4 concludes this research with a brief summarization of all research findings discussed
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in the previous chapter. With all of the results shown various figures, the overall purpose of this
paper needs to be kept in focus. While the reduction of the aircraft’s thermal response maintains
highest priority, the required computational time for each study to converge on an optimal solution
was also an important factor. Results are compared by thermal respose results and time required to
obtain these results. These comparisons speak to the efficiency of the methods and whether or not
future investigation into these methods for possible hardware development is a feasible solution.
Also, possible tasks for future research are discussed. Each of the methods tested in this project
made steps in the direction of the future goals. Using results and notes from other cited sources,
evidence that supports the feasibility of the future goals can be seen.
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Baseline Model Research
The model was created in an effort to generically simulate the thermal response of the JSF when
exposed to alternate mission profiles. Users can specify altitudes, Mach number, day type, and
air properties within the Control and Flight Data block (CFD). Fuel pumps, burn rate, and fuel
drain sequence are also controlled from this block as well. The data generated from the CFD block
provides the necessary information to begin the simulation. Once the simulation has been started,
the information is fed to the remaining blocks that account for the thermal loads throughout the
plane (i.e. FADEC, engine, heat exchangers, etc.). Thermal response information throughout the
mission is stored within data arrays. The plots of these arrays display fuel tank wall temperatures and
feed temperatures during the mission. Using these plots, one can determine whether optimization
methods are producing feasible or infeasible solutions.
The objectives for initial model research were to:

1. Run the model using the given drain sequence data and gather baseline information on thermal response from the aircraft (i.e. fuel tank and wall temperatures, drain sequence flow rate,
etc.).
2. Identify any and all areas of user control that have an effect on the fuel feed temperatures.
3. Score and rank areas of user control on a devised performance scale.
4. Select area of greatest control from performance testing and begin proof of concept testing.
5. If necessary, alter model blocks to accommodate variables that can be controlled either
through the Matlab command window or optimization software package.
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An example fuel drain sequence was delivered along with the model from Lockheed Martin. The
sequence data was uploaded into the appropriate blocks and a mission profile was selected. The day
type and profile settings were altered to simulate the hottest possible day for the mission type. It
was assumed that if the aircraft could be optimized under the most extreme of circumstances, then
all other day types were possible. The model was ran and the output was recorded as shown below:
Tank Fuel Temperatures LW&F1Feed
200
180
160

Temp (°F)

140
120
100
80
60
40
20
0

0

50

100

150

200

250

Time (min)

Figure 2.1: Thermal results of baseline drain sequence data.
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The baseline data, shown above in Figure 2.1, is used as a reference point to compare to
future results. The different lines represent the fuel tank temperature for each of the eleven tanks
throughout the mission. As it can be seen in the plot, temperatures remain within the desired range
of temperatures for the fuel. However, during the last thirty minutes of the mission, the temperatures
continually increase up to 143◦ F. After the baseline data was collected, focus was turned towards
the model components. A closer look at the component blocks of the model was initiated in order
to see how the control data was being delivered to the aircraft components and subsequent results
that were being output. During this investigation, areas of possible user control were located, noted,
and ranked according to a devised performance scale.

2.1 Control Areas
At the start, the model was preloaded with data. Simulink blocks, already containing constant
values, were put in place to show new users how the model was supposed to run and the results
would appear. Even the drain sequence was preloaded into vectors for each specific fuel tank. The
questions presented to the researchers were:

• Where, inside this complex model, are the variables?
• What can be changed that will affect fuel temperature but not flight performance?

The real question being:

• What can be controlled?

Control by means of either a user created Matlab script file or compiled code of the user’s
choice that can alter these variables through scripted computations. In order to answer these questions the model was analyzed by progressing through each of the blocks in the same sequence the
data does (13). The CFD block was perused for possible alterations that could be made. Logically,
day conditions aren’t under user control and, while mission profiles can be tailored to meet aircraft
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requirements, those were left alone as well in order to ensure performance could be verified during post analysis. The drain sequence, however, was found to hold much potential. The sequence
blocks, which previously contained the amount of fuel to be drained, were swapped for variable
names. These variables were defined in the Matlab command window and tested by writing script
files that uploaded the information to the Simulink blocks. An example of one of the scripts used
is shown in the Appendix. Test results from the simulation were normal so the drain sequence was
noted as a control area to be tested later.
Progress continued to the blocks modeling the fuel tanks. The design of the fuel tanks could
not be optimized (i.e. material properties, size, etc.), but one of the subcomponents could. The fuel
splitter, which distributed fuel from one tank to two others downstream, was shown to have limited
user control access. The ratio dictating how much fuel would go to either of the two receiving
tanks could be changed. Since this was just a singular value that would be changed during testing,
no variables controlled from a command window were required in this case. Simple tests were
performed to verify if any changes made in the ratio affected the results. After results were analyzed,
this area was noted, as was the drain sequence, and focus was turned towards the remainder of the
model.
The findings for rest of the model were similar to that of the fuel tanks. The complex equations
used to model the simulated thermal response of the aircraft’s electric heat loads contained no areas
of control. With the model fully researched, the two areas of control were even more deeply investigated to understand how they function and, if possible, methods of reducing temperature values
through them. Control testing and results are detailed below in the following sections.

2.1.1 The Drain Sequence
Fuel drainage data is stored using Microsoft Excel spreadsheets. The spreadsheet dictates how
much fuel is to be drained during each prescribed time step. Each tank has set maximum capacity
and all are drained until only 50 lbs of fuel remain within the tank. The rate at which the fuel
drains is altered depending on how much fuel is to be drained during that particular sequence in the
drain. The drain values, referenced as delta values within the model, were identified as the first area
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of control because of their capability of being altered by the user before being imported into the
Simulink model. The amount of time each sequence in the drain receives depends upon the total
sum of the delta values for all of the tanks. The total fuel mass for the plane continually decreases as
the fuel is drained according to the delta values. Once the total mass has been decreased by amount
of the total delta value for that sequence, the next sequence begins. This continues until the last
sequence when all tanks are drained to 50 lbs.
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Table 2.1: Baseline Drain Sequence
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Sequence
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11

Total Delta
500
340
1348.1
650.2
3050.7
391
862
3369
5848
315
1256

F1
0
0
0
299.6
337.4
22
98
1660
1530
315
0

F1-Feed
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
1256

F1(burn)
500
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0

F2
0
0
0
124.7
962.3
208
450
0
0
0
0

F3L
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
1955
0
0

F3R
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
2363
0
0

F4L
0
0
0
0
0
98
176
914
0
0
0

F4R
0
0
0
0
0
63
138
795
0
0
0

F5L
0
0
605.6
96.4
0
0
0
0
0
0
0

F5R
0
0
742.5
129.5
0
0
0
0
0
0
0

LW
0
170
0
0
879
0
0
0
0
0
0

RW
0
170
0
0
872
0
0
0
0
0
0

Total Mass
18480
17980
17640
16291.9
15641.7
12591
12200
11338
7969
2121
1806

Table 2.1 is an example of how the data tables are set up. It was theorized that, if used to
optimize the system, optimization variables could be used in place of the delta values. However, a
consequence of using this control area was the amount of variables that would be required to run an
optimization study. The provided data uses an 11 sequence drain to run the mission. Combined with
11 fuel tanks, this brings the total amount of potential variables to 121. If TMS optimization would
be performed around the drain sequence, control methods would have to be put in place in order to
reduce this amount to a feasible value so that testing could be completed within a reasonable amount
of time.
Proof of concept testing was performed in order to ensure that optimizing the drain sequence
was a viable option. This was accomplished by manually altering the delta values and observing if
any effect on the fuel temperatures could be seen. Random sequences were generated by selecting
two tanks and creating sequences such that these two tanks remained full for as long as possible.
The two main reasons for this approach were:

1. The scripted thermal response plots will display changes in feed temperature if altering the
drain sequences have any effect on the temperatures.
2. Even if temperatures increase when specific tanks are kept full, this information can be used
during future optimization tests in order to ensure more feasible sequences are output.

Selection for the tanks to remain filled was random but the final population of test sequences was
large enough to accommodate a greater portion of all possible combinations. An example of one of
these drain sequences is show below.
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Table 2.2: Drain Sequence to Keep Left and Right Wing Tanks Filled
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Sequence
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11

Total Delta
500
340
1348.1
650.2
3050.7
391
862
3369
5848
315
1256

F1
0
37.8
0
299.6
299.6
22
98
1660
1830
15
0

F1-Feed
0
37.8
0
0
-37.8
0
0
0
1245.5
10.5
0

F1(burn)
500
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0

F2
0
37.8
0
124.7
924.5
208
450
0
0
0
0

F3L
0
37.8
0
0
1007.7
0
0
0
909.5
0
0

F3R
0
37.8
0
0
1007.72
0
0
0
1317.5
0
0

F4L
0
37.8
0
0
-37.8
98
176
914
0
0
0

F4R
0
37.8
0
0
-3.8
63
138
795
0
0
0

F5L
0
37.8
605.6
96.4
-37.8
0
0
0
0
0
0

F5R
0
37.8
742.5
129.5
-37.8
0
0
0
0
0
0

LW
18480
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
273.5
144
631.5

RW

Total Mass

0
0
0
0
0
0
0
272
145.5
624.5

17980
17640
16291.9
15641.7
12591
12200
11338
7969
2121
1806

Table 2.2 displays one of the created examples. As it can be seen, the delta values were interspersed throughout the other tanks’ sequences in order to keep the Left Wing (LW) and Right Wing
(RW) tanks filled for as long as possible. The tanks are then drained when fuel cannot be drained
from any of the other tanks in order to account for the total mass during that sequence. Results are
shown in Figure 2.2.
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Figure 2.2: GA implementation process.
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Displaying the results of the devised drain sequence, Figure 2.2 shows that not only has altering
the drain sequence produced an effect on the fuel temperatures, but that storing fuel within the LW
and RW tanks aids in keeping the temperatures down.

2.1.2 Fuel Splitters
Progress continued on once drain sequence testing was completed. As explained in the example of
the LW and RW tanks, specific tanks can store the fuel at lower temperatures than others due to their
location on the aircraft. It was theorized that if fuel could be diverted from the hotter tanks to the
cooler tanks then the temperatures could also be decreased in this manner as well. There is a fuel
splitter that delivers fuel from the F2 tank to the F3-Left (F3L) and F3-Right (F3R) tanks. The split
ratio is controlled from the CFD block where the user, if desired, can alter the 1:1 ratio that is set as
the default split for the two tanks. Because of this areas’ user controllability, this was marked as the
second possible area of optimization.
Methods for proof of concept testing were devised in order to ensure this area represented an
area that would yield results if optimized. Control is limited to designating the percentage of fuel
that is to be split between the tanks. Increasing this value results in an increase in the amount of fuel
sent to the F3L tank. Values were selected at random to determine how much and what type of an
effect this change had on the system. However, an issue occurred when the split ratio was changed.
When the splitter fraction was increased past 53%, the resultant thermal plots were unlike any of
the previous plots output from the provided or created drainage sequences.
Figure 2.3 is an example of one of the results from altering the splitter ratio. The pumps are set
to drain the tanks at specific rates depending on the tank. If extra fuel is added to the tank during the
mission, by increasing or decreasing the splitter ratio, then the tank is either drained too fast or isn’t
completely drained at all because there were no means of accounting for the fuel volume changes.
Because of this, the CFD Simulink block containing the fuel pump drainage rates was altered such
that any change in the splitter ratio would be accounted for by the model during simulations. To
ensure that the issues were resolved, testing began with extreme values that either sent the majority
of the fuel to the F3L or F3R tank.
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Figure 2.3: The red block is caused by the extra amount of fuel being sent to tank F3L as
perscribed by the split value but the fuel pumps are set to only allow a 50-50 partition to
occur. The red block is a result of an error in the tank temperature calculation.
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Figure 2.4: Response plot from control area testing of fuel splitters.
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Output results showed no data errors as they did in Figure 2.3. For some of the tanks, final
temperatures in Figure 2.4 had decreased by as much as 4◦ F. However, maximum fuel temperatures
had increased nearly 10◦ F. Further testing did not show any further improvement on the maximum
feed temperatures. Because the splitter has a direct effect on the fuel temperatures for tanks F3L
and F3R and only indirectly affects the remaining tanks, this did not represent the ideal system
controllability for global optimization purposes.
After subsequent fuel splitter testing was completed, no other user control areas were located
within the model that directly affected the fuel temperatures. It was decided that the identified areas
would be subjected to performance testing in order to decide which area would be primarily tested
once actual optimization began.

2.2 Control Area Assessments
In order to begin performance comparison between the two control areas, scoring criteria had to
be devised in order to compare each model control point. Two important aircraft performance
attributes were chosen as scoring criteria for the tests. The criteria chosen, temperature reduction
and mass, were based on the objectives of the research and known industry standards used by
prominent aircraft manufacturers.
• Temperature. Score for this criteria was based on the control area’s ability to decrease the
maximum temperature of the fuel tanks during ground idle time. Since this was selected
as scoring criterion and was the main focus of the project, this was given a greater scoring
weight than the mass. In short, the control area that showed the most promise in this area
would most likely be chosen for further investigation.
• Mass. Reference (14) emphasizes the importance of the constant monitoring of the center
of gravity (CG). An unstable CG can directly affect the aircraft’s flight performance. CG
control was crucial to improvement of system design and is a performance standard used by
other aircraft manufacturers. Because of this, points were awarded based on how little of an
affect the test results had on the CG.
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Now that the scoring criteria had been decided upon, a method of scoring the thermal and mass data
had to be devised in order to quantify the performance attributes. Testing, similar to the proof of
concept tests performed in Sections 2.1.1 and 2.1.2, would be run on the model. In order to score
the data profiles, Simulink blocks were constructed that would analyze the mass and temperature
data and then output a score based on the incoming signals. When the simulation has completed,
the scores would be totaled and then viewed in plots detailing the scores and how they change
throughout the mission. The averages would then be totaled and then compared for each control
area to see which has the greater impact upon the system. The block to analyze the data and output
the corresponding score is shown below.

1
Temp
Lookup Table1
Scope
2
Mass
Lookup Table2
Add

Display

Figure 2.5: Performance block created to score mass and temperature data.
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Figure 2.5 displays the Simulink block constructed to score the data. Data signals would be
sent in from the left side of the block. From there, they would be fed into lookup tables that would
output the score designated for that specific input. An example of a lookup table is shown below.

Table 2.3: An Example of a Lookup Table
Case # Input Data Output Data
1
610
0
2
605
1
3
600
2
4
598
3
5
596
4
6
594
5
Lookup tables are intermediate solutions that utilize data arrays and small amounts of computations. Normally, Simulink can calculate data points in between the specified values through
interpolation that allows for better accuracy when calculating these values. Testing was conducted,
as described above, and the scores were tabulated in the following table. The results from the table
gave a clear indication as to the more favorable area to optimize.
As it can be seen, Table 2.3 consists of two columns containing data values. The first column is
the input column. The data coming in from the model should be within the range of the data within
the first column in order to receive any data back from the second column where the output data is
stored. Tank temperatures within the model are recorded in Rankine and conversion to Fahrenheit is
performed for the thermal plots only. So, for example, if the tank temperatures are reduced to 596◦ R
(approximately 138◦ F) the corresponding score would be a 4. Any further decrease in temperature
would result in an increase in score for the control area.

Table 2.4: Control Area Performance Testing Results
Area Description Temperature Subtotal Mass Subtotal Total
Drainage Sequence
4.5
9
2.4
2.4
11.4
Fuel Splitter
1.9
3.8
4.1
3.9
7.7

Table 2.4 displays the averaged output scores from the simulation runs. Simulation scores
were set to five being the highest possible value for both criteria. From the table, the drain sequence
shows a clear advantage in its’ ability to reduce the temperature. Because of this, the added weight
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to the criteria gave the drainage sequence a clear advantage over the fuel splitter when the testing
moved on to the mass section. Performance testing for mass accountability proved the fuel splitter
to keep the CG within a minimal range of the baseline measurement during mission simulations.
Because altering the drainage sequence functions by holding fuel in some tanks while draining
others, a fuel mass imbalance can invariably occur depending on which tanks are being investigated.
Mass performance testing for the drainage sequence showed large variations in the CG during the
mission. This affected the overall score for the drainage sequence but, because of its’ previous
temperature score, the drainage sequence was chosen as the area to focus on for optimization testing.
However, it was advised that the optimization should be run in two phases. First phase would be
focused on locating optimum sequences, regardless of CG and other performance standards. In a
sense, validate the proof of concept testing results using optimization software. Once that has been
completed, constrain the system to include CG monitoring and analyze the results to see if similar
drain sequences can meet the set performance standards.

2.3 Spray Pumps
Before optimization testing began, a theoretical solution was first explored. Through researching
other aircraft models prior to working with the JSF, it was discovered that there is another technique
to reducing the temperatures within the fuel tanks. Spray pumps are used to redistribute the fuel
within the tanks (14). The idea behind this technique is that when the fuel droplets splash onto
the unexposed wall, the surface area increases. The result of this is that the heat transfer coefficient
decreases which keeps the tanks cooler for longer periods of time.
A similar method is jet impingement. The flow is retracted into streams, instead of atomized
into droplets, and sprayed against the tank. Used primarily for cooling microchips or other small
scale heat loads, jet impingement is considered to be a very concentrated heat transfer mechanism.
The area with the highest heat transfer is termed the stagnation area and is within half the diameter
of the fuel stream. Outside of this area, the heat transfer coefficient drops off very rapidly but can
be lessened by increasing the amount of jet sprays.
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In order to test the spray pumps, the model had to be altered in order to allow this functionality
within the system. One tank was selected and the pumps for the spray bays were added into the
model. It was noted that once these pumps were activated, an extra heat load would exist within the
system. The goal of this testing was to see if the added capability could reduce the already rising
temperature while producing an extra heat load itself. In order to reduce the amount of time this
heat load would be present within the system, a switch was placed on the pumps. This switch would
activate the spray pumps once the plane’s altitude reached a predefined value. Default switch value
was set to 5000 ft. Similar tests shown in Reference (15), show comparison plots of the effects of
utilizing spray pumps.
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Figure 2.6: Thermal response without spray pumps.
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250

Figure 2.6 displays the results of a comparison study that was performed to test the effect of
adding spray pumps to one of the tanks. The results were obtained by averaging the response of
the F2 tank from passing random drain sequences through the model. An average final temperature
of 148 ◦ F is observed from those tests. After that, the Simulink blocks modeling the spray pump
component was added to the F2 tank. The same sequences were passed through the model, results
were averaged, and placed alongside the original results. The difference is hard to visualize due to
the small degree of change so the plot was enlarged to show the change in response.
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Figure 2.7: Thermal response with spray pumps.
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251

The use of spray cooling has a direct impact on fuel temperature, as depicted in Figure 2.7.
Temperatures have been reduced by, at most, 4 ◦ F from using this component on one of the tanks.
Further improvement was seen through optimizing the switch threshold value. Tests were run in
order to determine if the fuel temperatures could improve if the pumps were activated at a different
altitude level. Testing began using a threshold value of 1000 feet. The same test, using the same
drain sequence, was run and the results were compared. The switch value was increased to 10000,
20000, 30000, and 40000 feet and the process was repeated for each altitude level. When compared,
best results were seen when at the 30000 foot altitude switch. Results of this test are shown below
in Figure 2.8.
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Figure 2.8: Results from spray pump activation threshold set at 30000 feet.
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Altering the altitude has proved to be a useful technique to further manipulating the fuel temperatures by controlling the spray pumps. However, it is possible that a mission profile will not
require the aircraft to reach this altitude. It was theorized that by altering the switch so that it would
activate off of the fuel levels in the tank, a more optimum temperature could be reached. The only
consequence to this solution is that each pump would have to be regulated by its own switch since
each fuel tank contain different mass levels. Because altitude levels are the same for each tank at
any given time during the mission, only one switch was required. Mass levels however, differ from
tank to tank because of their design, based on their location on the aircraft, and the drain sequences.
Because of this, more control blocks would have to be put in place in order to fully test this possible
solution.
It should be noted that both sets of tests were performed on drain sequences with poor thermal
results. If combined with sequences with more positive results, this could reduce the fuel tank
temperatures even further than by just optimizing the drain sequence alone. Results of this test have
prompted further investigation into this method. A generic aircraft model has been created that
performs spray cooling on each of the tanks. Further testing of this method will be conducted once
all efforts towards optimizing the drain sequence have been exhausted.
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Distributed Heterogeneous Optimization
Because the data plots have shown the thermal response of the aircraft to be nonlinear, software
utilizing a genetic algorithm was chosen for optimization studies to be performed on the drain
sequence. Provided by research engineers at Paul C. Krause and Associates, the Distributed Heterogeneous Optimization (DHO) program is a tool set capable of solving multi-variable, singleand multi-objective optimization problems (16). DHO also has the capability of activating Distributed Heterogeneous Simulation (DHS) links between systems in order substantially decrease
computational time. The DHS software package allow simulations to be ran simultaneously on either separate systems connected through a Local Area Network (LAN) or one system that runs on
a multiple core processing system. Before running an optimization study, however, the user must
first:

1. Create an initialization file. Within this file, the user can define any constants that will be
used within the system. Also, the string location of the model can be defined here as well.
The coding structure of the GA software instructs the algorithm to search for the model
file within the same directory the GA executable is located. If the model is located in a
separate directory, the path to the file can be contained within a string and defined within the
initialization file so the correct model will be optimized. At the start of each iteration, this
file is read to check for any variables not contained within the model that need to be defined.
2. Create a fitness file. As discussed in Section 1.1.1, penalty methods must be put in place in
order to evaluate the fitness of each produced solution by the GA (17). Inside the fitness file,
the user must define which variables are being optimized, identify the objective function, and
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note any constraints relevant to the study that are present within the system. Constraints can
be defined by either using functions that will be evaluated during each iteration or by creating
Simulink blocks that store the information and are referenced in the fitness file.
3. Set GA parameters. DHO’s versatility allows it to be initialized through a text file that is
uploaded to the GA once the study has begun or a GUI that is available prompting the user for
all the necessary information required to start optimizing. Information such as optimal range
of design variables, amount of objective and constraint functions, file names for initialization
and fitness files, and the evaluator (i.e. MATLAB, C++, DHS, etc.), are all examples of the
required information the GA requires before starting the search.

From Section 2.2, the fuel drainage sequence was chosen as the focus for the optimization
studies. Being the area with the highest potential for reducing the temperatures, the optimization
variables were placed within the vectors that defined the drain sequences for each tank. An example
of how this was set up is shown below.

Table 3.1: Example Tank Vector
Sequence Position
Value
Delta 1
DHO(1)
Delta 2
DHO(2)
Delta 3
DHO(3)
Delta 4
0
Delta 5
0
Delta 6
0
Delta 7
0
Delta 8
0
Delta 9
0
Delta 10
DHO(4)
Delta 11
0
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For each delta value in the sequence, this was replaced with an optimization variable with a
design space specified in the GA parameters. The number of variables that can be optimized in a
single study by DHO is only limited by the computational speed of the hardware. More variables
means a longer latency period between generations resulting in an increased overall study time. This
was a constant issue throughout the project.
The following sections detail methods and results from the numerous optimization studies that
were performed. The model was altered periodically in order to decrease computational time while
increasing the model’s fidelity and thermal response accuracy. Sections 3.1 deals with the initially
devised methods for testing and collecting results. Results of implemented processes are displayed
and discussed in Section 3.2.1. Because of the issues discussed, the model was altered to accept a
shorter drain sequence. Research continued with new ideas for optimization detailed there with the
appropriate results displayed.

3.1 Initial Optimization Studies
The first two tanks chosen to optimize were the left and right wing tanks. With the design variables
defined in the fitness file, shown in Table 3.1, the parameters for each variable were input into
the GUI. Negative values were deemed infeasible delta values so side bounds were put in place as
the minimum values for the design variables. The proper maximum values were somewhat more
difficult to determine. The initial desire was to use larger values which would, in turn, create a
larger pool of possible solutions. However, if both values were too large this would represent the
tank being drained past its’ maximum capability. Since each tank carried different amounts of fuel,
each variable for the tanks would have different maximum values. Since two variables were being
used, the maximum values for each of them would be equal to half the total capacity of the tank.
Initial tests were run to check for feasibility of output sequences. DHO outputs text files containing
the population samples and their resultant penalty function score. During the study, the selected
solution is passed into the model and the model is run. The results are displayed in plots similar to
Figure 2.1. These plots are very useful in determining whether the GA is producing positive results.
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After the test was completed, each of the sample population solutions was reviewed to observe how
the GA was selecting the next solution to run in the model. The final solution was also looked at
for failure mode analysis. Post analysis showed that almost 40% of the entire sample population
consisted of infeasible sequences, an example is shown below in Table 3.2.

Table 3.2: Example of an Infeasible Drain Sequence
Sequence # Left Wing Right Wing
1
349.67
266.87
2
0
0
3
0
0
4
0
0
5
248.65
322.78
6
0
0
7
0
0
8
0
0
9
0
0
10
0
0
11
0
0
The issue was with the design variables. The parameters were set correctly so that the tanks
could be over drained but there was no method put in place so that they would drain the required
amount. As shown in column two, the total drain in the left wing tank only accounts for almost 600
lbs of the total 1049 lbs of fuel inside itself. The same case for the delta values for the right wing
tank. In order to accomplish this, a variable was placed at the end of the sequence vectors. These
variables, examples shown below in Table 3.3, were the final drain in the sequence that ensured fuel
mass levels were brought to 50 lbs for each tank being optimized.

Table 3.3: Fuel Mass Accounting Variable
Tank
Variable
LW
1049-(Sum of All Design Variables)
RW
1042-(Sum of All Design Variables)
F5 Left
702-(Sum of All Design Variables)
F5 Right 872-(Sum of All Design Variables)
With these in place, and using similar parameters for the design variables, another series of
studies were conducted using small population and generation sizes. Population and final results
were analyzed each time to ensure feasibility of the sequences. Upon reviewing the sample solutions
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given in the population file, it was found that the percentage of feasible sequences was drastically
increased. The final results were also verified to ensure the accuracy of the output thermal response.

3.2 Methods
With a reliable method of producing feasible sequences in place, a method of locating optimal
sequences had to be devised. From the initial tests, it was determined that the fuel temperatures were
affected by two factors: amount drained and when the fuel is drained. Using only two variables for
eleven sequence points, it was decided to run multiple tests but alter the placement of the design
variables after each test and record any changes. The sequence points that yielded the most positive
results would be recorded and used in more studies on the other tanks.
Final results from the iteration tests were compared in the same fashion the results of the
performance testing, detailed in Section 2.2, were reviewed. First, thermal plots were reviewed to
observe what type of changes had occurred to the results. Second, the sequences were analyzed for
performance. Sequences displaying higher maintenance of the CG during missions were compared
to sequences with positive thermal results. Both types of results were kept for further analysis once
testing on the the wing tanks was complete. However, it was decided to proceed with the results
producing the most optimal thermal results. After optimal sequences for all tanks were found, the
results would then be retested to ensure they met performance standards. If not, the sequences
would then be re-optimized in order to meet these requirements.

3.2.1 First Results
As explained in Section 2.1.1, optimization research began using the baseline sequence shown in
Table 2.1 which produced maximum fuel temperature results of 143◦ F (results shown in Figure 2.1).
The design variables were placed inside the sequence vectors at alternating positions for the tests
(6). In some cases, the amount of non-zero entries was increased by splitting the design variables in
half and placing them in different point inside the vector. This increase proved beneficial as more
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sequence points could be tested to see if optimal sequences could be achieved from the selected
points. As variable placement was altered, variations within the results could be seen when the
design variables were placed in the first five positions of the sequence. After this was determined,
all sequence spots within the first half of the sequence were filled with design variables. Using a
chromosome repair technique as explained in Reference (18), the idea was to analyze the population
results to determine if the solutions were close to the boundary constraints for that specific variable.
For solutions that pushed up against the constraints, the maximum values for the design parameters
were increased. Those that didn’t were decreased and soon replaced with zeroes in future tests.

Table 3.4: Design Variable Position: x = delta value, x− = decreased max, x+ = increased max
Position Test 1 Pushed Max? Test 2 Pushed Max?
Test 3
1
x
No
x−
No
x−
2
x
Yes
x+
Yes
x+
3
x
No
x−
No
x−
−
4
x
No
x
No
x−
5
x
Yes
x+
No
x−
+
6
x
Yes
x
No
No change
−
7
x
No
x
Yes
x+
8
x
No
x−
No
x−
9
0
N/A
0
N/A
0
10
0
N/A
0
N/A
0
11
0
N/A
0
N/A
0
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Table 3.4 displays the general method used in determining which sequence points generated
optimal solutions. Because of the large design space and alternative placement of the variables, the
results from the process described above constantly varied from one another. Six different sequences
for the wing tanks were found that resulted in a 6◦ F decrease in temperature. Two of the sequences
are shown below.
LW

RW

LW

RW

0

0

0

0

291.8

135.9

6

178.3

0

0

260.7

215.9

252.4

302

260.7

215.9

0

0

260.7

215.9

252.4

302

260.7

215.9

0

0

0

0

252.4

302

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

The sequences are dissimilar as the left sequence uses four positions, while the right sequence
has five. However, despite their differences, both resulted in maximum fuel temperatures of 137◦ F,
a decrease from the baseline sequence of six degrees. The other positive aspect of the sequences was
that the values during each drain were similar enough to not create a large fuel imbalance between
the wing tanks. Similar tests were run to locate any more optimum sequences but none of the other
results showed an improvement when compared to those already recorded. Because of this, the
sequences were compared to see which one generated the best results. The best sequence, shown in
Figure 3.5, produced the most optimum results for these two tanks. This sequence was integrated
into the baseline sequence and the next two tanks were examined.
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Table 3.5: Best Sequence for LW and RW Tanks
LW
RW
0
0
4.2 372.2
0
0
0
0
522.4 334.9
0
0
522.4 334.9
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
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Figure 3.1: Temperature results from optimum LW and RW sequence.
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While the sequence in Table 3.5 resulted in the best thermal response, displayed in Figure 3.1,
the values between the left and right tank show an imbalance of almost 200 lbs of fuel during each
drain. Because the emphasis was placed on sequences delivering the best thermal results regardless
of performance, the sequence was kept to be permanently run during future optimization tests. Post
analysis of the final drain sequence would involve performance testing to validate the individual
tank sequences. After the sequence for the wing tanks was recorded, focus was then turned to the
next set of fuel tanks.

3.3 Tanks F5L and F5R
The second set of tanks to be reviewed was the F5 left and right wing tanks. Both the left and
right tanks carry the smallest amount of fuel compared to any of the other tanks at 752 and 922 lbs
respectively. Using the same method as for the LW and RW tanks, design variables were placed
within the drain sequence vector to optimize. The accounting variable, shown in Table 3.3, was also
put in at the final drain location but the placement of this variable was altered as well during the
iterative optimization tests.
Testing began by using two design variables per tank and splitting those variables in half so
that a total of four non-zero values could be used in the sequence for each tank. Placement of the
variables began at the beginning of the sequence to see if the same positions that worked for the
LW and RW tanks would work in this case as well. Drain sequences were periodically output by
the GA that assisted in narrowing down the optimal positions of the latest set of design variables.
Testing soon revealed that, for these particular fuel tanks, more favorable fuel temperatures could
be achieved if drained towards the end of the mission. Two example sequences are shown below.
Table 3.6 is an example of a feasible sequence output using drain positions towards the start of
the mission. While feasible in nature, when tested in the model the output results only reduced the
temperature response by less than a degree. Results are shown below.
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Table 3.6: F5L and F5R Example Sequence with variables towards the start of the mission.
F5L
F5R
0
0
0
0
236.8 490.4
232.6 190.8
232.6 190.8
232.6 190.8
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
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Figure 3.2: Feasible (but not optimum) solution for F5L and F5R tanks.
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A closer look, in Figure 3.3, shows minimal change from the previous sequence.
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244
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248
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Figure 3.3: Closer look at the results.
Because no visible progress could be seen within temperature plots like Figure 3.2, despite the
amount of tests performed prior to this result, optimization testing continued. The design variables
were continually moved towards the later sequence positions and, in doing so, more desirable results
were output from the GA. From the constant output of possible sequences from the GA, it could
be seen that maximum fuel temperatures were being reduced when fuel was being drained late in
the mission. When the GA showed signs of converging upon a solution, the final sequence was
reviewed and it showed a much further decrease in temperatures than the sequence shown in Table
3.6. The sequence, shown below with resultant temperature response, was recorded as the optimum
sequence for the F5L and F5R tanks based on the optimized sequence for the LW and RW tanks and
the other given tank sequences from the provided baseline data.

Table 3.7: Optimal sequence for F5L and R tanks.
F5L F5R
0
0
0
0
0.1
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
580 345.7
112 249.2
0
0
0
0
110 277.2
40

Using the same technique as labeled in Table 3.4, the amount of variables was decreased to
three design variables. Also, noting the difference in values between the left and right tanks, the
optimum sequence appears to hold up to performance capabilities as the fuel imbalance is corrected
by the end of the mission. The .1 lbs of fuel shown in position three of the left tank, is part of
a required fix in order to successfully run the mission in Simulink. The details of this issue are
discussed in the following subsection. Validation of the sequence produced the following results:
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Figure 3.4: Results of optimum sequence sequence for tanks F5L and F5R.
Figure 3.4 shows the maximum fuel temperature at 132◦ F which is a 5◦ F step down from
the previous set of tanks. This brings the total to an 11◦ F decrease (almost 10%)from the original
baseline sequence. Instead of concentrating on the next set of tanks and continuing on the same path
of only optimizing two fuel tanks at a time, it was decided to devise methods to decrease the amount
of computational time required to run the optimization tests that were previously performed.

3.3.1 Look Up Table Error
When the sequence in Table 3.7 was initially plugged into the model, an error was returned that
terminated the simulation. As it can be seen, many of the sequence points are filled with zero
values. The issue arises if the total value for a sequence remains at zero. Inside the Simulink block
diagram that models the drain sequence, an integrator block is used to evaluate the input data. When
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zero is passed through the diagram, it creates a singularity in the solution and corrupts the data. The
problem was resolved by replacing a zero value with a negligible drain value that would pass the
requirements of the drain sequence diagram while leaving the results of the sequence unaffected.

3.4 Complete 11 Sequence Drain Testing
To get an idea of the amount of time required for the GA to converge on a solution for a study
using a large amount of variables, ten variables were placed in each drain sequence vector. The final
sequence position was reserved for the accounting variable detailed in Table 3.3. This brought the
total amount of optimization variables required for the GA to processs to 110. By this reason alone,
it was assumed that this would require an inordinate amount of time to reach an optimum solution.
The fitness file was altered to accept variables in each of the drain sequence positions and the study
was performed. The final results are shown in Figure 3.5.
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Figure 3.5: Results of optimization study using 110 design variables.
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The converged solution shows a reduction of the feed tank temperature down to 127 ◦ F. This
is a 5◦ F improvement on the results shown in Figure 3.4. This brings the previous total temperature
reduction of 11◦ F to 16◦ F from the initally tested baseline temperatures shown in Figure 2.1 of
Section 2.
The thermal results proved to be positive in terms of the GA’s ability to calculate a feasible
solution capable of reducing the thermal response to such a degree. However, the amount of time
required to find this solution rendered this method inefficient in terms of finding positive solutions.
The total time required to converge on a solution using all 110 variables was 11 days. With this
data, and the thermal and temporal data from the previous tests, it was suggested to look at methods
that could produce similar results in a smaller amount of time.

3.5 Shortened Drain Sequence
With the excessive amounts of time being spent running the tests, more efficient methods had to
be explored. One of the devised methods was to decrease the amount of drain sequence points
(19). In doing so, the amount of input data would be decreased allowing the model to be run at
faster speeds and this would also decrease the number of total possible design variables allowing
for more tanks to be tested at one time (20). It was decided to cut the amount of sequences in half
and continue testing using the shortened sequences. The first item changed was the drain sequence
which was simply altered by eliminating the zero values from each of the sequences. The drain
sequence blocks within the Simulink model were also altered to expect a series of only five inputs
instead of the original eleven. Finally, the fitness file was also revised by decreasing the amount
of sequence positions while increasing the number of design variables so that four of the sequence
positions would be occupied with design variables and the final position would be filled with the
mass accounting variable. An example sequence is shown in Table 3.8.
Also, newer simulation systems with faster processing capabilities were delivered. To illustrate
the increase in computational speed the following table was created:
Table 3.9 shows that with the new systems, more complicated studies can be run without spend-
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Table 3.8: Example Tank Vector with 5 sequence positions
Tank Name Delta 1 Delta 2 Delta 3 Delta 4 Delta 5
LW
DHO(1) DHO(2) DHO(3) DHO(4) 1049-(Sum
of All Design
Variables)
Table 3.9: Comparison between hardware specs and computational time.
Hardware
Number of
Gen. Pop.
Time to
Specs
Design Variables Size Size Completion (min)
1.2 GHz and 512 MB RAM
4
5
10
36
2.16 GHz and 2 GB RAM
4
5
10
22
ing more time conducting the tests. Also, changes to some of the engine blocks were made to increase run time for each simulation. Originally the model would take, on average, almost 30 seconds
to run through the entire 250 minute mission. With the alterations to the model function blocks, run
time averages were decreased to 11 seconds per simulation. Testing resumed with the goals of being
able to obtain similar thermal results from using a five sequence drain.

3.5.1 Refilling the Tanks
Section 2.1.2 showed that by shifting fuel to cooler tanks the temperatures were affected. This is
the result of varying thermal loads from both the environmental temperature and also the electronic
components within the aircraft causing an effect on the wall temperatures of the fuel tanks (21).
From this observed reaction it was thought that by observing the wall temperatures of the tanks a
new optimization algorithm could be derived.
Take the following example into consideration. Using the baseline sequence in Table 2.1, the
wall temperatures were averaged, recorded, and are displayed below:
From the data in Table 3.10, the data trend shows that certain tanks have the ability to keep fuel
at cooler temperatures throughout the mission. Also, failure mode analysis showed that refilling
certain tanks resulted in a significant drop in temperature. Table 3.11 is an example of an infeasible
sequence since the tanks are refilled past their maximum capacity during the final sequence.
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Table 3.10: Averaged Fuel Tank Wall Temperatures
Tank
Average Wall Temp. (◦ F)
F1-Feed
110.5
F1
108.5
F2
108.4
F3L
108.03
F3R
107.96
F4L
104.2
F4R
105.5
F5L
102.2
F5R
101.3
LW
94.9
RW
98.3

Table 3.11: Infeasible delta values for F4L and F4R tanks.
Sequence Position
F4L
F4R
1
2192.5 2192.5
2
528.1
528.1
3
499.7
499.7
4
74.4
74.4
5
-2106.8 -2106.8
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The resulting temperature plot from this sequence showed a thermal reduction to -300◦ F. In
a physical system, temperatures this low exceed the working limits of the fuel and it would have
been frozen by this point. Although this was an infeasible result, the drain sequence and thermal
response showed that refilling the tanks had the potential to produce a positive effect on the fuel
temperatures.
With this information, one possible method of optimizing the system would be to alter the
fitness file so that the tanks with the higher wall temperatures were constantly being drained. The
fuel from these tanks would either be burned through the engines or passed to the cooler tanks in
order to reduce the overall temperature of the system. A theoretical approach to setting up the fitness
file for each sequence of a five step drain is listed below.

1. Drain cool tanks to half of their maximum capacity. Drain hotter tanks to three-quarters
maximum capacity.
2. Completely drain cooler tanks. Continue draining hotter tanks to half maximum capacity.
3. Drain hotter tanks to one quarter maximum capacity. Flow from the hotter tanks should go to
both the engine and begin refilling the cooler tanks that are currently empty beginning with
the tank that has the coolest wall temperatures.
4. Completely drain hotter tanks to minimum capacity. Cooler tanks should now be at half
maximum capacity.
5. Drain cooler tanks to minimum capacity.

While this was discussed in great length by researchers, currently the model architecture
doesn’t support tank refilling to all tanks. The only tanks capable of refilling are:

• F1 Feed
• F3 L & R
• F4 L & R
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But with the shown effect of interchanging fuel between tanks in Section 2.1.2, new models could
be generated that could duplicate this method for further optimization testing.

3.5.2 Single Wing Tank Vectors
One of the first methods devised using the five sequence drain was a procedure that was theorized
to be capable of decreasing the amount of design variables, from 44 to 28, while increasing system
performance. To explain, let’s examine the wing tanks. There are four pairs of tanks with left and
right counterparts. These are:

• F3L & F3R
• F4L & F4R
• F5L & F5R
• LW & RW

If a study was conducted on one of the pairs of tanks, as in Section 3.1, the total amount of
possible sequence possibles would be ten with five from each side. Instead of performing studies
with all ten positions, both tanks would contain the same design variables. Using the same variables
in the wing tanks was beneficial for two reasons.

1. Defining both tanks using the same set of variables would theoretically reduce computational
time as feasible sequences are found for both tanks at the same time during the study. Each
pair of tanks have relatively similar amounts of fuel. The only difference in set up lies in the
fitness file. In order to use both sets of variables without causing infeasibility, the mass accounting variables were placed in the final positions to ensure feasible solutions were output.
2. Flight performance can be greatly increased if similar amounts of fuel are drained from the
wing tanks. The CG would be minimally effected if the same delta values were assigned to
both sides of the aircraft during optimization studies.
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By using this method, it was possible to test multiple sets of tanks during one study. With
four design variables per set, the maximum amount of variables was limited to twelve in order to
potentially minimize the amount of time dedicated to each study while increasing the amount of
tanks being tested.

Results
To compare required computational time, smaller tests were run to see how fast these types of
studies could meet the termination conditions of the test (generation size). Ten sample runs were
conducted with a population and generation size of 5 and the results were compared to previous
tests that required the use of all 44 possible design variables. On average, one run using 44 variables
required 56 minutes of processing time to meet the termination criteria. Results from testing with
28 variables showed a 32% reduction in computational time from 56 minutes to 38. While the
termination criteria for the tests was being met, only 40% of the sample tests showed convergence
once the test had been completed. This meant that more generations would be required to converge
to a solution and increase required computational time.
Table 3.12 displays a representitive subset of the total test data generated by this method. The
greatest decrease in thermal response was only seen when the GA began its’ search at a result
farthest from the baseline temperature of 141 ◦ F. When this first occured, it was hypothesized that a
similar total difference value would be observed for tests that began at points closer to the baseline
temperature. In order to ensure this would occur, the design constraints for the variables were
altered so the GA would select values close to that of the baseline sequence. However, because
the allowable design space was decreased, a smaller temperature reduction resulted. For 60% of
the tests, the generation size had to be increased to allow convergence to occur. While the change
in temperature was noticeable for many cases, the final temperature after convergence had occured
was still near the baseline temperature or, in most cases, greater than the baseline.
Statiscal analysis of the results show an average decrease of 17 ◦ F with an average convergence
time of 64 minutes. Results showed a 55% improvement when compared to the results of the
previously tested methods. Also, recalling the fact that these tests were designed to drain the same
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Table 3.12: Initial and final thermal response results.
Test Time to Converge (min) Initial Temp (◦ F) Final Temp (◦ F)
1
74
156
146
2
61
175
145
3
60
176
150
4
58
152
138
5
62
154
148
6
84
174
145
7
56
168
139
8
64
153
142
9
60
151
140
10
59
148
141
amount of fuel from both wing tanks throughout the mission, the performance of the aircraft was
expected to have rate much higher than the other methods that produced sequences with imbalanced
drain commands. To test this the performance blocks, similar to those used in Section 2.2, were
placed within the model to monitor the C.G. throughout the mission. Resultant data was plotted and
shown in Figure 3.6.
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Figure 3.6: Center of gravity performance testing results.
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The larger peaks at the beginning and end of the data plot are both due to the consumption of
fuel from the downstream tanks. For example, the F1 tank burns an inital 500 lbs of fuel within
the first drain sequence causing a change in the C.G.. Also, recall that only four design variables
were used in the optimization algorithm. To ensure drain feasibility, the final sequence is dependent
upon the maximum capacity of each tank. Because of this, each tank will drain different amounts of
fuel impacting the C.G.. Despite this, Figure 3.6 shows that draining the same amount of fuel from
both sides of the aircraft will keep the CG steady throughout most of the mission. At the start of
the mission, the large amounts of mass being drained from the other tanks creates the larger spikes
in plot. Once most of the downstream tanks have been drained and rely on a constant feed from the
wing tanks, the variation decreases. At the end of the mission when the final amounts of fuel are
being drained, another spike occurs indicating a shift in the CG.
This method ranked high against performance standards because the wings were balanced during the majority of the mission which had a minimal impact on the C.G. Also, because this method
decreased the amount of design variables for testing, faster convergence times were observed when
compared against other methods. However, it was unable to converge upon a final temperature
solution comparable to the other methods previously tested. However, this method was unable to
produce a feasible result similar to those in Section 3.3, Figure 3.4. Because of this, a final method
was studied to investigate its’ affect upon the thermal output.

3.5.3 Orthogonal Drain Vector Sets
The final method tested took a different approach to viewing the fuel drain sequence and how the
optimization algorithm viewed the results of the data. As explained in Section 1.1.1, genetic algorithms use multiple mechanisms (i.e. crossover, mutation, etc.) to replicate the process of natural
selection in calculating an optimum solution. At the end of each iteration (generation), these mechanisms are activated to ensure that:

1. The generated offspring are dissimilar from the parent generation.
2. Results of offspring will satisfy the criteria of the objective function (minimize/maximize).
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While this process will converge on a final solution within some finite amount of time, depending upon the design of the problem, the random alteration of each chromosome’s gene sequence can
actually cause the algorithm to search in unnecessary areas of the design space for a solution. Figure
3.7 provides a general visual representation of the path a GA can take when locating an optimum
solution.
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Figure 3.7: Graphical representation of general path to solution using a genetic algorithm.
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As shown, each successive iteration causes the objective function to decrease from its’ inital
starting point, towards the peak, to the minimum point which would represent an optimum solution. However, notice that the result of a few of the generations keeps the GA searching along the
constraints of the design space, or moving to an entirely different portion of the design space in an
effort to converge on a solution. In this case, computational speed is lost due to the inefficiency of
the penalty methods and mutation subroutines. In an effort to increase the efficiency of the search,
the drain sequence data for the models was viewed as set of position vectors.
In Euclidean vector space, two vectors are considered orthogonal if the dot (inner) product of
the two vectors is equal to 0. The dot product of two vectors is defined by Reference (22) as:

a • b = | a | | b | × cos(θ)
p
Where → | a | = a21 + a22 + ...a2n

The angle, θ, represents the angle between the two vectors and reduces the dot product to 0 as
the angle increases from 0 to 90◦ .
For a set of linearly independent vectors, transformation algorithms have been devised that can
take the original set of data and calculate an orthogonal set of vectors from them. The Gram-Schmidt
process is one such method which is defined in Reference (23) as:
(u, v)
• u,
(u, u)
u1 = v1 ,

proju v =

u2 = v2 - proju1 v2 ,
u3 = v3 - proju1 v3 - proju2 v3 ,
u4 = v4 - proju1 v4 - proju2 v4 - proju3 v4 ,
Pk−1
uk = vk - j=1
projuj vk

Using this and a related application shown in References (24) and (25), it was hypothesized
that this could be used to guide the search during the process to increase the efficiency of the search.
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This would mean that instead of the path appearing in the form of Figure 3.7, it could be altered to
look like Figure 3.8.
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Figure 3.8: Graphical representation of hypothesized path to solution using orthogonal
vector sets.
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Figure 3.8 shows how an orthogonal vector can decrease the amount of time required to converge on a solution by guiding the search in the proper direction. With this in mind, two methods
were devised to implement this concept.

1. At the end of each calcuation a subroutine will run that calculates an orthognal set of vectors
based on the calculated results of the GA (18). These results will be evaluated by the objective function and if they are feasible, they will be integrated into the population set and used
as candidates to pass on to the next generation.
2. At the end of each generation, the two fittest genes are chosen to reproduce and create the
next iteration’s population set. Instead of immediately accepting these two as the parent’s for
the next offspring, a subroutine will run to create an orthogonal set of vectors from each gene.
The orthogonal genes will be compared to the original set. If the orthogonal set produces a
better response, then those genes will be chosen as the progenitors for the next population set.
If the comparison shows that the original set is in fact the fittest, the algorithm will execute
normally until the next generation has been processed. This will occur at each generation
until the maximum amount of generations has been reached.

In comparison to previously tested methods, both methods would require more time since each
tank would be tested and each tank would have design variables in each sequence except for the
last. Method 1 would require less time than Method 2 since only the parent genes of each iteration
would be affected by the Gram-Schmidt subroutine implemented into the natural selection process
of the GA and not each member of the population subset.

Baseline Tests
As a starting point, the DHO fitness file was altered so that each drain sequence contained four
design variables that would be evaluated during each calculation until the maximum amount of
generations had been reached. These would not incorporate any orthogonal drain sets and would
serve as the baseline comparison to results once the Gram-Schmidt subroutines were introduced.
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For these tests, a sample population of 30 baseline tests were performed to determine the average
thermal reduction and time required to converge on a solution.
The results were averaged and displayed in Figure 3.9. During ground idle time, the last of the
fuel remains within the F1 Feed tank. If the thermal load contributed by this tank were reduced then
this would meet the objectives of this research. This is why that specific tank has been plotted in
Figure 3.9.
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Figure 3.9: Averaged baseline results of F1 Feed tank.
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Average final temperature was shown to be 140 ◦ F after an average 157 minutes of computational time required to converge on a solution. With this baseline information, the transformation
subroutines were added to the fitness files so that they would be executed during the GA optimization search.

Offspring Transformation
An m-file was created to import the drain sequence values generated by the GA, orthogonalize the
vector set, and send the new data set back to the GA to be evaluated. However, prior to transformation, the vectors were examined for linear independence. Linear independence, as shown in
Reference (26), can be explained in the case where:
S = v1 , v2 ,...,vn
a1 v1 + a2 v2 +...+ an vn
ai = 0 for i = 1 → n

If the vector set did not meet this criteria, then it was not sent through the transformation
subroutine for further analysis. Similar to the baseline studies, thirty tests implementing this method
were performed to determine the average thermal performance and computational time required to
obtain a solution.
During sample population analysis, many of the sequences were becoming infeasible after
being orthogonalized. The values being output by the Gram-Schmidt subroutine were becoming
too large causing final drain sequence values to become negative. This was an unexpected result
and to compensate for this, a second constraint was imposed on the subroutine. Once the data was
sent back, the sum of the values for each vector were compared to the maximum capacity of the
tank. If the sum of the orthogonalized subset was greater than the maximum capacity of the tank,
the entire set was discarded.
Once this constraint was added to the fitness file, more feasible sequences emerged and the
required sample population was filled to produce Figure 3.10.
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Figure 3.10: Averaged results of F1 Feed tank using orthogonalized progeny.
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Thermal performance has improved when compared to Fig. 3.9. From the sample population,
the average final temperature was 138 ◦ F which is a noticeable improvement from the baseline
results. The larger improvement came in the form of time. Average convergence time was reduced
from 157 to 126 minutes. As stated in Section 3.5.3, this method was hypothesized to require more
computational time due to increase in the number of computations during each generation. To prove
this, the second method was tested.

Parent Transformation
The fitness file was altered so that the Gram-Schmidt subroutine would only run at the end of each
generation. The study was performed in the same manner as the others. A sample population of
30 tests was averaged and the results were compared against the two previous tests by thermal
performance and convergence times. Figure 3.11 displays the results.
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Figure 3.11: Averaged results of F1 Feed tank using orthogonalized progenitors.
These results show an even greater improvement over the previously mentioned results. Average final temperature was calculated to be 135 ◦ F with an average convergence time of 112 minutes.
These results, along with the results in Section 3.5.3, have validated the use of this technique by
showing that by viewing data and looking at its’ orthogonal transformation it can hold useful information vital to increasing the efficiency of an optimization process.
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Conclusions

4.1 Results Summary
The objectives of this research were to:

1. Increase ground idle time by devising optimization methods capable of reducing the thermal
response of the aircraft.
2. Develop methods capable of converging on the same optimal solution faster.

Each method was tested with these points as objectives. The results of all the tested methods
are shown in Figure 4.1.
Results Comparison
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Spray Pumps Results
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Figure 4.1: Comparison of tested methods.
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Optimum results were obtained using the 11-sequence drain method. While this method required the most time and only two tanks were being examined during each study, it produced the best
result. Possible future work could investigate this method further with the use of a faster processing
technique which is discussed in the next section.
Convergence times were an objective criterion for each method. The amount of time each test
took was vital to validating the use of each specific method in future testing. Table 4.1 displays each
methods average convergence times.

Table 4.1: Time convergence comparison table.
Method
Number
of Time to ConVariables Used vergence (hrs)
Optimal 11 Sequence Drain
32
3.07
Full 11 Sequence Drain Testing 110
264
Spray Pumps
8
.65
Refilling Tanks
62
1.2
Orthogonal Progeny Method
44
2.1
Orthogonal Progenitor Method 44
1.87

Temperature
Reduction (◦ F)
11
16
7
5
6
9

When looking at both Figure 4.1 and Table 4.1, the final methods were progressing in the
proper direction. Results were coming closer to the optimal 11 sequence drain results and within a
reasonable timespan considering the number of variables being tested during each trial study. The
next possible step would be to examine methods capable of increasing computational speed so that
more tests could be run and more optimal solutions could be located.

4.2 Future Work
From the start of this research, computational speed has been a constant hindrance. An increased
effort towards minimizing the thermal response would have been accomplished, but studies requiring such a large set of design variables can not be completed within a reasonable amount of time.
Another method to decrease the amount of time required for each study, is a parallel processing algorithm known as Distributed Heterogeneous Simulation (DHS). DHS was developed by the same
researchers who produced DHO. DHS breaks down a model of complex architecture into simpler
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models and allows them to be executed simultaneously. This is best demonstrated across a local
area network (LAN) connection using two different computers, however, it can be done using a
single computer that possesses multiple processing cores. Each core can run a single submodel
which can increase computational speed a great deal. For any future testing, this software, or any
software employing a similar technique, would be very useful in order to allow more variables to be
tested within a study and to decrease the amount of time required complete each test regardless of
generation and population size.
The ultimate goal of performing these studies within as little time as possible, is to be able
to create hardware capable of performing analysis of this type in real time. For this research, the
parametric data detailing the mission profile remained constant. In the real world, this is not always
the case. The long term goal is to continue researching these methods so that they can be applied
to different missions that are flown under different weather conditions and for different lengths of
time. If techniques requiring less computational time can be utilized and result in solutions with a
high degree of accuracy to solutions requiring more time, then a real time hardware system could
be devised that performed optimization runs during the mission constantly adjusting the amount of
fuel to be drained at that specific time during the mission.
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Appendix A: Generated Matlab Code

A.1 Wing Tank Optimization Fitness File
% Script to evaluate the fitness of an individual
%
% Uses the same design variable for each wing tank position

%tanks being studied
F1_Delta=[x_DHO(1)+500 x_DHO(2) x_DHO(3) x_DHO(4)
4262-(x_DHO(1)+x_DHO(2)+x_DHO(3)+x_DHO(4))];

F1_Feed_Delta=[x_DHO(5) x_DHO(6) x_DHO(7) x_DHO(8)
1256-(x_DHO(5)+x_DHO(6)+x_DHO(7)+x_DHO(8))];

F2_Delta=[x_DHO(9) x_DHO(10) x_DHO(11) x_DHO(12)
1745-(x_DHO(9)+x_DHO(10)+x_DHO(11)+x_DHO(12))];

F3L_Delta=[x_DHO(13) x_DHO(14) x_DHO(15) x_DHO(16)
1955-(x_DHO(13)+x_DHO(14)+x_DHO(15)+x_DHO(16))];
F3R_Delta=[x_DHO(13) x_DHO(14) x_DHO(15) x_DHO(16)
2363-(x_DHO(13)+x_DHO(14)+x_DHO(15)+x_DHO(16))];

F5R_Delta=[x_DHO(17) x_DHO(18) x_DHO(19) x_DHO(20)
872-(x_DHO(17)+x_DHO(18)+x_DHO(19)+x_DHO(20))];
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F5L_Delta=[x_DHO(17) x_DHO(18) x_DHO(19) x_DHO(20)
702-(x_DHO(17)+x_DHO(18)+x_DHO(19)+x_DHO(20))];

F4L_Delta=[x_DHO(21) x_DHO(22) x_DHO(23) x_DHO(24)
1188-(x_DHO(21)+x_DHO(22)+x_DHO(23)+x_DHO(24))];
F4R_Delta=[x_DHO(21) x_DHO(22) x_DHO(23) x_DHO(24)
996-(x_DHO(21)+x_DHO(22)+x_DHO(23)+x_DHO(24))];

RW_Delta=[x_DHO(25) x_DHO(26) x_DHO(27) x_DHO(28)
1042-(x_DHO(25)+x_DHO(26)+x_DHO(27)+x_DHO(28))];
LW_Delta=[x_DHO(25) x_DHO(26) x_DHO(27) x_DHO(28)
1049-(x_DHO(25)+x_DHO(26)+x_DHO(27)+x_DHO(28))];

%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
Total_Delta(1) = F1_Feed_Delta(1)+LW_Delta(1)+F4L_Delta(1)+F2_Delta(1)+...

F5R_Delta(1)+F1_Delta(1)+RW_Delta(1)+F3L_Delta(1)+F4R_Delta(1)+F3R_Delta(1)..
+F5L_Delta(1);
Total_Delta(2) = F1_Feed_Delta(2)+LW_Delta(2)+F4L_Delta(2)+F2_Delta(2)+...

F5R_Delta(2)+F1_Delta(2)+RW_Delta(2)+F3L_Delta(2)+F4R_Delta(2)+F3R_Delta(2)..
+F5L_Delta(2);
Total_Delta(3) = F1_Feed_Delta(3)+LW_Delta(3)+F4L_Delta(3)+F2_Delta(3)+...

F5R_Delta(3)+F1_Delta(3)+RW_Delta(3)+F3L_Delta(3)+F4R_Delta(3)+F3R_Delta(3)..
+F5L_Delta(3);
Total_Delta(4) = F1_Feed_Delta(4)+LW_Delta(4)+F4L_Delta(4)+F2_Delta(4)+...

F5R_Delta(4)+F1_Delta(4)+RW_Delta(4)+F3L_Delta(4)+F4R_Delta(4)+F3R_Delta(4)..
+F5L_Delta(4);
Total_Delta(5) = F1_Feed_Delta(5)+LW_Delta(5)+F4L_Delta(5)+F2_Delta(5)+...

F5R_Delta(5)+F1_Delta(5)+RW_Delta(5)+F3L_Delta(5)+F4R_Delta(5)+F3R_Delta(5)..
+F5L_Delta(5);

Total_Mass = 18480 ;
for i=2:5
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Total_Mass(i) = Total_Mass(i-1)-Total_Delta(i-1);
end
Total_Mass = sort(Total_Mass) ;
Seq = 1:5 ; Seq = sort(Seq,’descend’) ;
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
sim(’JSF_TMS_10Sep2007_dho’)

ind=find(time>180);

f_DHO=-max(temps(ind,3));

g_DHO = 145-(max(temps(:,3))-460);

A.2 Offspring Transformation Optimization Fitness File
% Script to evaluate the fitness of an individual
%
% The individual is defined in the vector x_DHO
% This script needs to fill in two vectors:
%

f_DHO = objective function value(s)

%

g_DHO = constraint function value(s)

(g_DHO >= 0)

%tanks being studied
F1_Delta=[x_DHO(1) x_DHO(2) x_DHO(3) x_DHO(4)
4262-(x_DHO(1)+x_DHO(2)+x_DHO(3)+x_DHO(4))];

F1_Feed_Delta=[x_DHO(5) x_DHO(6) x_DHO(7) x_DHO(8)
1256-(x_DHO(5)+x_DHO(6)+x_DHO(7)+x_DHO(8))];

F2_Delta=[x_DHO(9) x_DHO(10) x_DHO(11) x_DHO(12)
1745-(x_DHO(9)+x_DHO(10)+x_DHO(11)+x_DHO(12))];
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F3L_Delta=[x_DHO(13) x_DHO(14) x_DHO(15) x_DHO(16)
1955-(x_DHO(13)+x_DHO(14)+x_DHO(15)+x_DHO(16))];
F3R_Delta=[x_DHO(17) x_DHO(18) x_DHO(19) x_DHO(20)
2363-(x_DHO(17)+x_DHO(18)+x_DHO(19)+x_DHO(20))];

F4L_Delta=[x_DHO(21) x_DHO(22) x_DHO(23) x_DHO(24)
872-(x_DHO(21)+x_DHO(22)+x_DHO(23)+x_DHO(24))];
F4R_Delta=[x_DHO(25) x_DHO(26) x_DHO(27) x_DHO(28)
702-(x_DHO(25)+x_DHO(26)+x_DHO(27)+x_DHO(28))];

F5L_Delta=[x_DHO(29) x_DHO(30) x_DHO(31) x_DHO(32)
1188-(x_DHO(29)+x_DHO(30)+x_DHO(31)+x_DHO(32))];
F5R_Delta=[x_DHO(33) x_DHO(34) x_DHO(35) x_DHO(36)
996-(x_DHO(33)+x_DHO(34)+x_DHO(35)+x_DHO(36))];

LW_Delta=[x_DHO(37) x_DHO(38) x_DHO(39) x_DHO(40)
1042-(x_DHO(37)+x_DHO(38)+x_DHO(39)+x_DHO(40))];
RW_Delta=[x_DHO(41) x_DHO(42) x_DHO(43) x_DHO(44)
1049-(x_DHO(41)+x_DHO(42)+x_DHO(43)+x_DHO(44))];

%checks for LID
dotprods=orthocheck(F1_Delta,F1_Feed_Delta,F2_Delta,...

F3L_Delta,F3R_Delta,F4L_Delta,F4R_Delta,F5L_Delta,F5R_Delta,LW_Delta,RW_Delta
%performs Gram-Schmidt transformation and returns new vectors
[w1,w2,w3,w4,w5,w6,w7,w8,w9,w10,w11,v1a,v2a,v3a,v4a,...
v5a,v6a,v7a,v8a,v9a,v10a,v11a,sheet1]=orthovex(...
F1_Delta,F1_Feed_Delta,F2_Delta,F3L_Delta,F3R_Delta,...
F4L_Delta,F4R_Delta,F5L_Delta,F5R_Delta,LW_Delta,...
RW_Delta);

%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
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Total_Delta(1) = F1_Feed_Delta(1)+LW_Delta(1)+...
F4L_Delta(1)+F2_Delta(1)+F5R_Delta(1)+F1_Delta(1)...
+RW_Delta(1)+F3L_Delta(1)+F4R_Delta(1)+F3R_Delta(1)...
+F5L_Delta(1);
Total_Delta(2) = F1_Feed_Delta(2)+LW_Delta(2)+...
F4L_Delta(2)+F2_Delta(2)+F5R_Delta(2)+F1_Delta(2)...
+RW_Delta(2)+F3L_Delta(2)+F4R_Delta(2)+F3R_Delta(2)...
+F5L_Delta(2);
Total_Delta(3) = F1_Feed_Delta(3)+LW_Delta(3)+...
F4L_Delta(3)+F2_Delta(3)+F5R_Delta(3)+F1_Delta(3)...
+RW_Delta(3)+F3L_Delta(3)+F4R_Delta(3)+F3R_Delta(3)...
+F5L_Delta(3);
Total_Delta(4) = F1_Feed_Delta(4)+LW_Delta(4)+...
F4L_Delta(4)+F2_Delta(4)+F5R_Delta(4)+F1_Delta(4)...
+RW_Delta(4)+F3L_Delta(4)+F4R_Delta(4)+F3R_Delta(4)...
+F5L_Delta(4);
Total_Delta(5) = F1_Feed_Delta(5)+LW_Delta(5)+...
F4L_Delta(5)+F2_Delta(5)+F5R_Delta(5)+F1_Delta(5)...
+RW_Delta(5)+F3L_Delta(5)+F4R_Delta(5)+F3R_Delta(5)...
+F5L_Delta(5);

Total_Mass = 18480 ;
for i=2:5
Total_Mass(i) = Total_Mass(i-1)-Total_Delta(i-1);
end
Total_Mass = sort(Total_Mass) ;
Seq = 1:5 ; Seq = sort(Seq,’descend’) ;
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
sim(’JSF_TMS_10Sep2007_dho’)

ind=find(time>180);
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f_DHO=-max(temps(ind,3));

g_DHO = 145-(max(temps(:,3))-460);

%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%

%evaluates the new vectors
F1_Feed_Delta=[w2(1) w2(2) w2(3) w2(4) 1256-(w2(1)+w2(2)+w2(3)+w2(4))];

F2_Delta=[w3(1) w3(2) w3(3) w3(4) 1745-(w3(1)+w3(2)+w3(3)+w3(4))];

F3L_Delta=[w4(1) w4(2) w4(3) w4(4) 1955-(w4(1)+w4(2)+w4(3)+w4(4))];
F3R_Delta=[w1(1) w1(2) w1(3) w1(4) 2363-(w1(1)+w1(2)+w1(3)+w1(4))];

F4L_Delta=[w6(1) w6(2) w6(3) w6(4) 872-(w6(1)+w6(2)+w6(3)+w6(4))];
F4R_Delta=[w7(1) w7(2) w7(3) w7(4) 702-(w7(1)+w7(2)+w7(3)+w7(4))];

F5L_Delta=[w8(1) w8(2) w8(3) w8(4) 1118-(w8(1)+w8(2)+w8(3)+w8(4))];
F5R_Delta=[w9(1) w9(2) w9(3) w9(4) 996-(w9(1)+w9(2)+w9(3)+w9(4))];

LW_Delta=[w10(1) w10(2) w10(3) w10(4) 1042-(w10(1)+w10(2)+w10(3)+w10(4))];
RW_Delta=[w11(1) w11(2) w11(3) w11(4) 1256-(w11(1)+w11(2)+w11(3)+w11(4))];

%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
Total_Delta(1) = F1_Feed_Delta(1)+LW_Delta(1)+F4L_Delta(1)+F2_Delta(1)+...

F5R_Delta(1)+F1_Delta(1)+RW_Delta(1)+F3L_Delta(1)+F4R_Delta(1)+F3R_Delta(1)..
+F5L_Delta(1);
Total_Delta(2) = F1_Feed_Delta(2)+LW_Delta(2)+F4L_Delta(2)+F2_Delta(2)...
+F5R_Delta(2)+F1_Delta(2)+RW_Delta(2)+F3L_Delta(2)+F4R_Delta(2)+...
F3R_Delta(2)+F5L_Delta(2);
Total_Delta(3) = F1_Feed_Delta(3)+LW_Delta(3)+F4L_Delta(3)+F2_Delta(3)...
+F5R_Delta(3)+F1_Delta(3)+RW_Delta(3)+F3L_Delta(3)+F4R_Delta(3)+...
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F3R_Delta(3)+F5L_Delta(3);
Total_Delta(4) = F1_Feed_Delta(4)+LW_Delta(4)+F4L_Delta(4)+F2_Delta(4)...
+F5R_Delta(4)+F1_Delta(4)+RW_Delta(4)+F3L_Delta(4)+F4R_Delta(4)+...
F3R_Delta(4)+F5L_Delta(4);
Total_Delta(5) = F1_Feed_Delta(5)+LW_Delta(5)+F4L_Delta(5)+F2_Delta(5)...
+F5R_Delta(5)+F1_Delta(5)+RW_Delta(5)+F3L_Delta(5)+F4R_Delta(5)...
+F3R_Delta(5)+F5L_Delta(5);

Total_Mass = 18480 ;
for i=2:5
Total_Mass(i) = Total_Mass(i-1)-Total_Delta(i-1);
end
Total_Mass = sort(Total_Mass) ;
Seq = 1:5 ; Seq = sort(Seq,’descend’) ;

%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
sim(’JSF_TMS_10Sep2007_dho’)

ind=find(time>180);

f_DHO=-max(temps(ind,3));

g_DHO = 145-(max(temps(:,3))-460);

%for quick post analysis
sheet=[F1_Delta’ F1_Feed_Delta’ F2_Delta’ F3L_Delta’ F3R_Delta’
F4L_Delta’ F4R_Delta’ F5L_Delta’ F5R_Delta’ LW_Delta’ RW_Delta’];
sheet1;
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A.3 Full 11 Sequence Drain Fitness File
% Script to evaluate the fitness of an individual
%
% The individual is defined in the vector x_DHO
% This script needs to fill in two vectors:
%

f_DHO = objective function value(s)

%

g_DHO = constraint function value(s)

(g_DHO >= 0)

%tanks being studied
F1_Delta=[x_DHO(1) x_DHO(2) x_DHO(3) x_DHO(4) x_DHO(5) x_DHO(6) x_DHO(7)...
x_DHO(8) x_DHO(9) x_DHO(10) 4262-(x_DHO(1)+x_DHO(2)+x_DHO(3)+x_DHO(4)...
+x_DHO(5)+x_DHO(6)+x_DHO(7)+x_DHO(8)+x_DHO(9)+x_DHO(10))];

F1_Feed_Delta=[x_DHO(11) x_DHO(12) x_DHO(13) x_DHO(14) x_DHO(15) x_DHO(16)...
x_DHO(17) x_DHO(18) x_DHO(19) x_DHO(20) 1256-(x_DHO(11)+x_DHO(12)+...
x_DHO(13)+x_DHO(14)+x_DHO(15)+x_DHO(16)+x_DHO(17)+x_DHO(18)+x_DHO(19)+...
x_DHO(20))];

F2_Delta=[x_DHO(21) x_DHO(22) x_DHO(23) x_DHO(24) x_DHO(25) x_DHO(26)...
x_DHO(27) x_DHO(28) x_DHO(29) x_DHO(30) 1745-(x_DHO(21)+x_DHO(22)+...
x_DHO(23)+x_DHO(24)+x_DHO(25)+x_DHO(26)+x_DHO(27)+x_DHO(28)+x_DHO(29)+...
x_DHO(30))];

F3L_Delta=[x_DHO(31) x_DHO(32) x_DHO(33) x_DHO(34) x_DHO(35) x_DHO(36)...
x_DHO(37) x_DHO(38) x_DHO(39) x_DHO(40) 1955-(x_DHO(31)+x_DHO(32)+...

x_DHO(33)+x_DHO(34)+ x_DHO(35)+ x_DHO(36)+ x_DHO(37)+ x_DHO(38) +x_DHO(39)...
+ x_DHO(40))];

F3R_Delta=[x_DHO(41) x_DHO(42) x_DHO(43) x_DHO(44) x_DHO(45) x_DHO(46)...
x_DHO(47) x_DHO(48) x_DHO(49) x_DHO(50) 2363-(x_DHO(41)+ x_DHO(42)+...

x_DHO(43)+ x_DHO(44)+ x_DHO(45)+ x_DHO(46)+ x_DHO(47)+ x_DHO(48)+ x_DHO(49)..
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+ x_DHO(50))];

F4L_Delta=[x_DHO(51) x_DHO(52) x_DHO(53) x_DHO(54) x_DHO(55) x_DHO(56)...
x_DHO(57) x_DHO(58) x_DHO(59) x_DHO(60) 872-(x_DHO(51)+ x_DHO(52)+ ...

x_DHO(53)+ x_DHO(54)+ x_DHO(55)+ x_DHO(56)+ x_DHO(57)+ x_DHO(58)+ x_DHO(59)..
+ x_DHO(60))];

F4R_Delta=[x_DHO(61) x_DHO(62) x_DHO(63) x_DHO(64) x_DHO(65) x_DHO(66)...
x_DHO(67) x_DHO(68) x_DHO(69) x_DHO(70) 702-(x_DHO(61)+ x_DHO(62)+...
x_DHO(63)+ x_DHO(64)+ x_DHO(65)+ x_DHO(66)+ x_DHO(67)+ x_DHO(68)+ ...
x_DHO(69)+ x_DHO(70))];

F5L_Delta=[x_DHO(71) x_DHO(72) x_DHO(73) x_DHO(74) x_DHO(75) x_DHO(76) ...
x_DHO(77) x_DHO(78) x_DHO(79) x_DHO(80) 1188-(x_DHO(71)+ x_DHO(72)+...
x_DHO(73)+ x_DHO(74)+ x_DHO(75)+ x_DHO(76)+ x_DHO(77)+ x_DHO(78)+ ...
x_DHO(79)+ x_DHO(80))];

F5R_Delta=[x_DHO(81) x_DHO(82) x_DHO(83) x_DHO(84) x_DHO(85) x_DHO(86)...
x_DHO(87) x_DHO(88) x_DHO(89) x_DHO(90) 996-(x_DHO(81)+ x_DHO(82)+...
x_DHO(83)+ x_DHO(84)+ x_DHO(85)+ x_DHO(86)+ x_DHO(87)+ x_DHO(88)+...
x_DHO(89)+ x_DHO(90))];

LW_Delta=[x_DHO(91) x_DHO(92) x_DHO(93) x_DHO(94) x_DHO(95) x_DHO(96)...
x_DHO(97) x_DHO(98) x_DHO(99) x_DHO(100) 1042-(x_DHO(91)+ x_DHO(92)+...
x_DHO(93)+ x_DHO(94)+ x_DHO(95)+ x_DHO(96)+ x_DHO(97)+ x_DHO(98)+...
x_DHO(99)+ x_DHO(100))];
RW_Delta=[x_DHO(101) x_DHO(102) x_DHO(103) x_DHO(104) x_DHO(105)...
x_DHO(106) x_DHO(107) x_DHO(108) x_DHO(109) x_DHO(110)...
1049-(x_DHO(101)+ x_DHO(102)+ x_DHO(103)+ x_DHO(104)+ x_DHO(105)+...
x_DHO(106)+ x_DHO(107)+ x_DHO(108)+ x_DHO(109)+x_DHO(110))];

%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
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Total_Delta(1) = F1_Feed_Delta(1)+LW_Delta(1)+F4L_Delta(1)+F2_Delta(1)+...

F5R_Delta(1)+F1_Delta(1)+RW_Delta(1)+F3L_Delta(1)+F4R_Delta(1)+F3R_Delta(1)..
+F5L_Delta(1);
Total_Delta(2) = F1_Feed_Delta(2)+LW_Delta(2)+F4L_Delta(2)+F2_Delta(2)+...

F5R_Delta(2)+F1_Delta(2)+RW_Delta(2)+F3L_Delta(2)+F4R_Delta(2)+F3R_Delta(2)..
+F5L_Delta(2);
Total_Delta(3) = F1_Feed_Delta(3)+LW_Delta(3)+F4L_Delta(3)+F2_Delta(3)+...

F5R_Delta(3)+F1_Delta(3)+RW_Delta(3)+F3L_Delta(3)+F4R_Delta(3)+F3R_Delta(3)..
+F5L_Delta(3);
Total_Delta(4) = F1_Feed_Delta(4)+LW_Delta(4)+F4L_Delta(4)+F2_Delta(4)...
+F5R_Delta(4)+F1_Delta(4)+RW_Delta(4)+F3L_Delta(4)+F4R_Delta(4)+...
F3R_Delta(4)+F5L_Delta(4);
Total_Delta(5) = F1_Feed_Delta(5)+LW_Delta(5)+F4L_Delta(5)+F2_Delta(5)+...

F5R_Delta(5)+F1_Delta(5)+RW_Delta(5)+F3L_Delta(5)+F4R_Delta(5)+F3R_Delta(5)..
+F5L_Delta(5);
Total_Delta(6) = F1_Feed_Delta(6)+LW_Delta(6)+F4L_Delta(6)+F2_Delta(6)+...
F5R_Delta(6)+F1_Delta(6)+RW_Delta(6)+F3L_Delta(6)+F4R_Delta(6)+...
F3R_Delta(6)+F5L_Delta(6);
Total_Delta(7) = F1_Feed_Delta(7)+LW_Delta(7)+F4L_Delta(7)+F2_Delta(7)...
+F5R_Delta(7)+F1_Delta(7)+RW_Delta(7)+F3L_Delta(7)+F4R_Delta(7)+...
F3R_Delta(7)+F5L_Delta(7);
Total_Delta(8) = F1_Feed_Delta(8)+LW_Delta(8)+F4L_Delta(8)+F2_Delta(8)...
+F5R_Delta(8)+F1_Delta(8)+RW_Delta(8)+F3L_Delta(8)+F4R_Delta(8)+...
F3R_Delta(8)+F5L_Delta(8);
Total_Delta(9) = F1_Feed_Delta(9)+LW_Delta(9)+F4L_Delta(9)+F2_Delta(9)+...
F5R_Delta(9)+F1_Delta(9)+RW_Delta(9)+F3L_Delta(9)+F4R_Delta(9)+...
F3R_Delta(9)+F5L_Delta(9);
Total_Delta(10) = F1_Feed_Delta(10)+LW_Delta(10)+F4L_Delta(10)+...
F2_Delta(10)+F5R_Delta(10)+F1_Delta(10)+RW_Delta(10)+F3L_Delta(10)+...
F4R_Delta(10)+F3R_Delta(10)+F5L_Delta(10);
Total_Delta(11) = F1_Feed_Delta(11)+LW_Delta(11)+F4L_Delta(11)+...
F2_Delta(11)+F5R_Delta(11)+F1_Delta(11)+RW_Delta(11)+F3L_Delta(11)...
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+F4R_Delta(11)+F3R_Delta(11)+F5L_Delta(11);

Total_Mass = 18480 ;
for i=2:11
Total_Mass(i) = Total_Mass(i-1)-Total_Delta(i-1);
end
Total_Mass = sort(Total_Mass) ;
Seq = 1:11 ;
Seq = sort(Seq,’descend’) ;
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
sim(’JSF_TMS_10Sep2007_dho’)

ind=find(time>180);

f_DHO=-max(temps(ind,3));

g_DHO = 145-(max(temps(:,3))-460);
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
fsfa = [F1_Delta’ F1_Feed_Delta’ F2_Delta’ F3L_Delta’ F3R_Delta’ ...
F4L_Delta’ F4R_Delta’ F5L_Delta’ F5R_Delta’ LW_Delta’ RW_Delta’];

A.4 Subroutine to Verify Linear Independence
%orthochecker
%function takes in the 11 vectors, normalizes, and dots each of the vectors
%against each other to check for orthogonality
%closer to 0 the more orthogonal
%closer to 1 or -1 more parallel

function [dotprods]=orthocheck(w1,w2,w3,w4,w5,w6,w7,w8,w9,w10,w11)
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%initializes the matrix
dotprods=zeros(10);

%calculates the norm of each vector
n1=norm(w1);
n2=norm(w2);
n3=norm(w3);
n4=norm(w4);
n5=norm(w5);
n6=norm(w6);
n7=norm(w7);
n8=norm(w8);
n9=norm(w9);
n10=norm(w10);
n11=norm(w11);

%produces the normal vector
nw1=w1/n1;
nw2=w2/n2;
nw3=w3/n3;
nw4=w4/n4;
nw5=w5/n5;
nw6=w6/n6;
nw7=w7/n7;
nw8=w8/n8;
nw9=w9/n9;
nw10=w10/n10;
nw11=w11/n11;

%calculates the dot products and places each value into a column vector
c1=[dot(nw1,nw2);dot(nw1,nw3);dot(nw1,nw4);dot(nw1,nw5);
dot(nw1,nw6);dot(nw1,nw7);dot(nw1,nw8);dot(nw1,nw9);
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dot(nw1,nw10);dot(nw1,nw11)];
c2=[dot(nw2,nw3);dot(nw2,nw4);dot(nw2,nw5);dot(nw2,nw6);
dot(nw2,nw7);dot(nw2,nw8);dot(nw2,nw9);dot(nw2,nw10);
dot(nw2,nw11)];
c3=[dot(nw3,nw4);dot(nw3,nw5);dot(nw3,nw6);dot(nw3,nw7);
dot(nw3,nw8);dot(nw3,nw9);dot(nw3,nw10);dot(nw3,nw11)];
c4=[dot(nw4,nw5);dot(nw4,nw6);dot(nw4,nw7);dot(nw4,nw8);
dot(nw4,nw9);dot(nw4,nw10);dot(nw4,nw11)];
c5=[dot(nw5,nw6);dot(nw5,nw7);dot(nw5,nw8);dot(nw5,nw9);
dot(nw5,nw10);dot(nw5,nw11)];
c6=[dot(nw6,nw7);dot(nw6,nw8);dot(nw6,nw9);
dot(nw6,nw10);dot(nw6,nw11)];
c7=[dot(nw7,nw8);dot(nw7,nw9);
dot(nw7,nw10);dot(nw7,nw11)];
c8=[dot(nw8,nw9);dot(nw8,nw10);dot(nw8,nw11)];
c9=[dot(nw9,nw10);dot(nw9,nw11)];
c10=dot(nw10,nw11);

%organizes all of the columns into one large matrix for viewing
dotprods(1:10,1)=c1;
dotprods(1:9,2)=c2;
dotprods(1:8,3)=c3;
dotprods(1:7,4)=c4;
dotprods(1:6,5)=c5;
dotprods(1:5,6)=c6;
dotprods(1:4,7)=c7;
dotprods(1:3,8)=c8;
dotprods(1:2,9)=c9;
dotprods(1,10)=c10;
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A.5 Gram-Schmidt Transformation Subroutine
%OrthoVex Maker
%11/21/07
%Creates orthogonal vectors from the inputs using the Gram-Schmidt Process

function [w1,w2,w3,w4,w5,w6,w7,w8,w9,w10,w11,v1a,v2a,v3a,v4a,...
v5a,v6a,v7a,v8a,v9a,v10a,v11a,sheet]= orthovex(v1, v2, ...
v3, v4, v5, v6, v7, v8, v9, v10, v11)

v1a=v2(1:4);
v2a=v3(1:4);
v3a=v4(1:4);
v4a=v5(1:4);
v5a=v1(1:4);
v6a=v6(1:4);
v7a=v7(1:4);
v8a=v8(1:4);
v9a=v9(1:4);
v10a=v10(1:4);
v11a=v11(1:4);

w1 = v1a;
a1=(dot(v2a’,w1)/dot(w1’,w1));
w2 = v2a - (a1*w1);

a2=(dot(v3a’,w1)/dot(w1’,w1));
a3=(dot(v3a’,w2)/dot(w2’,w2));
w3=abs(v3a-(a2*w1)-(a3*w2));

a4=(dot(v4a’,w1)/dot(w1’,w1));
a5=(dot(v4a’,w2)/dot(w2’,w2));
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a6=(dot(v4a’,w3)/dot(w3’,w3));
w4=abs(v4a-(a4*w1)-(a5*w2)-(a6*w3));

a7=(dot(v5a’,w1)/dot(w1’,w1));
a8=(dot(v5a’,w2)/dot(w2’,w2));
a9=(dot(v5a’,w3)/dot(w3’,w3));
a10=(dot(v5a’,w4)/dot(w4’,w4));
w5=abs(v5a-(a7*w1)-(a8*w2)-(a9*w3)-(a10*w4));

a11=(dot(v6a’,w1)/dot(w1’,w1));
a12=(dot(v6a’,w2)/dot(w2’,w2));
a13=(dot(v6a’,w3)/dot(w3’,w3));
a14=(dot(v6a’,w4)/dot(w4’,w4));
a15=(dot(v6a’,w5)/dot(w5’,w5));
w6=abs(v6a-(a11*w1)-(a12*w2)-(a13*w3)-(a14*w4)-(a15*w5));

a16=(dot(v7a’,w1)/dot(w1’,w1));
a17=(dot(v7a’,w2)/dot(w2’,w2));
a18=(dot(v7a’,w3)/dot(w3’,w3));
a19=(dot(v7a’,w4)/dot(w4’,w4));
a20=(dot(v7a’,w5)/dot(w5’,w5));
a21=(dot(v7a’,w6)/dot(w6’,w6));
w7=abs(v7a-(a16*w1)-(a17*w2)-(a18*w3)-(a19*w4)-(a20*w5)-(a21*w6));

a22=(dot(v8a’,w1)/dot(w1’,w1));
a23=(dot(v8a’,w2)/dot(w2’,w2));
a24=(dot(v8a’,w3)/dot(w3’,w3));
a25=(dot(v8a’,w4)/dot(w4’,w4));
a26=(dot(v8a’,w5)/dot(w5’,w5));
a27=(dot(v8a’,w6)/dot(w6’,w6));
a28=(dot(v8a’,w7)/dot(w7’,w7));
w8=abs(v8a-(a22*w1)-(a23*w2)-(a24*w3)-(a25*w4)-(a26*w5)-(a27*w6)-(a28*w7));
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a29=(dot(v9a’,w1)/dot(w1’,w1));
a30=(dot(v9a’,w2)/dot(w2’,w2));
a31=(dot(v9a’,w3)/dot(w3’,w3));
a32=(dot(v9a’,w4)/dot(w4’,w4));
a33=(dot(v9a’,w5)/dot(w5’,w5));
a34=(dot(v9a’,w6)/dot(w6’,w6));
a35=(dot(v9a’,w7)/dot(w7’,w7));
a36=(dot(v9a’,w8)/dot(w8’,w8));
w9=abs(v9a-(a29*w1)-(a30*w2)-(a31*w3)-(a32*w4)-(a33*w5)-(a34*w6)-...
(a35*w7)-(a36*w8));

a37=(dot(v10a’,w1)/dot(w1’,w1));
a38=(dot(v10a’,w2)/dot(w2’,w2));
a39=(dot(v10a’,w3)/dot(w3’,w3));
a40=(dot(v10a’,w4)/dot(w4’,w4));
a41=(dot(v10a’,w5)/dot(w5’,w5));
a42=(dot(v10a’,w6)/dot(w6’,w6));
a43=(dot(v10a’,w7)/dot(w7’,w7));
a44=(dot(v10a’,w8)/dot(w8’,w8));
a45=(dot(v10a’,w9)/dot(w9’,w9));
w10=abs(v10a-(a37*w1)-(a38*w2)-(a39*w3)-(a40*w4)-(a41*w5)-(a42*w6)-...
(a43*w7)-(a44*w8)-(a45*w9));

a46=(dot(v11a’,w1)/dot(w1’,w1));
a47=(dot(v11a’,w2)/dot(w2’,w2));
a48=(dot(v11a’,w3)/dot(w3’,w3));
a49=(dot(v11a’,w4)/dot(w4’,w4));
a50=(dot(v11a’,w5)/dot(w5’,w5));
a51=(dot(v11a’,w6)/dot(w6’,w6));
a52=(dot(v11a’,w7)/dot(w7’,w7));
a53=(dot(v11a’,w8)/dot(w8’,w8));
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a54=(dot(v11a’,w9)/dot(w9’,w9));
a55=(dot(v11a’,w10)/dot(w10’,w10));
w11=abs(v11a-(a46*w1)-(a47*w2)-(a48*w3)-(a49*w4)-(a50*w5)-(a51*w6)-...
(a52*w7)-(a53*w8)-(a54*w9)-(a55*w10));

sheet=[w1’ w2’ w3’ w4’ w5’ w6’ w7’ w8’ w9’ w10’ w11’];
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